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SUMMARY

Reward learning gives rise to strong attentional
biases. Stimuli previously associated with reward
automatically capture visual attention regardless of
intention [1–12]. Dopamine signaling within the
ventral striatum plays an important role in reward
learning, representing the expected reward initiated
by a cue [13, 14]. How dopamine and the striatum
may be involved in maintaining behaviors that have
been shaped by reward learning, even after reward
expectancies have changed, is less well understood
[15]. Nonspecific measures of brain activity have
implicated the striatum in value-based attention
[11, 12, 16–18]. However, the neurochemical mecha-
nisms underlying the attentional priority of learned
reward cues remain unexplored. Here, we investi-
gated the contribution of dopamine to value-based
attention using positron emission tomography
(PET) with [11C]raclopride. We show that, in the
explicit absence of reward, the magnitude of atten-
tional capture by previously reward-associated but
currently task-irrelevant distractors is correlated
across individuals with changes in available D2/D3

dopamine receptors (presumably due to intrasynap-
tic dopamine) linked to distractor processing within
the right caudate and posterior putamen. Our find-
ings provide direct evidence linking dopamine
signaling within the striatum to the involuntary orient-
ing of attention, and specifically to the attention-
grabbing quality of learned reward cues. These
findings also shed light on the neurochemical basis
of individual susceptibility to value-driven attentional
capture, which is known to play a role in addiction
[19–21]. More broadly, the present study highlights
the value and feasibility of using PET to relate
changes in the release of a neurotransmitter to
learning-dependent changes in healthy adults.

RESULTS

Healthy human participants (n = 20) performed an experiment
comprising a training phase and a test phase. The training phase
involved a visual search task in which locating and reporting
each of two color-defined targets was associated with a mone-
tary reward outcome (Figure 1A). The following day, two PET
scans were conducted while participants completed an unre-
warded shape-search task in which the color of the shapes
was task irrelevant (Figure 1B). During the distractor-absent
scan, no stimuli were ever rendered in the color of a formerly
reward-predictive target shown during training, whereas during
the distractor-present scan, half of the trials contained a distrac-
tor rendered in a previously reward-associated color (the scans
were otherwise identical).
During the training phase, participants were faster to report

the target that was associated with higher reward, indicating
learning of the stimulus-reward associations. This value-
driven bias was reliable from the second epoch (trials 121–
240) of the training phase onward (ts > 2.12, ps < 0.048; first
epoch: t = 1.57, p = 0.135) (Figure 2A). An attentional bias for
these previously reward-associated stimuli was evident in
the first epoch of trials during the test phase (trials 1–300),
as indicated by a slowing of response time (RT) on high-value
distractor trials compared to distractor-absent trials (t = 2.74,
p = 0.014) (Figure 2B), replicating previous behavioral results
[1–5, 10, 11]. This learned bias then extinguished in the
continued absence of reward and by the second epoch
was no longer statistically reliable. Consistent with prior
reports [1, 3, 4, 20, 22], the low-value distractor did not sig-
nificantly impair performance (t = 1.03, p = 0.316). There were
no differences in accuracy across the experimental con-
ditions in either phase of the experiment (see Tables S1
and S2).
As in prior studies [1, 3, 7, 19, 20], there were substantial indi-

vidual differences in the extent to which the previously reward-
associated distractors influenced performance. For some partic-
ipants, the previously high-value distractors greatly impaired
target detection, while for other participants these same distrac-
tors had no measurable cost associated with their presence. To
better understand the nature of these individual differences, we
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examined the relationship between the attentional bias observed
in behavior and the availability of D2/D3 dopamine receptors in
the striatum as measured using PET. Regional concentrations
of [11C]raclopride, a radiolabeled D2/D3 receptor antagonist, pro-
vide a measure of available dopamine receptors. By comparing
the binding potential of [11C]raclopride across scans, relative in-
creases or decreases in the release of endogenous dopamine
over a broad timescale can be determined. The relatively weak
affinity of [11C]raclopride makes it well suited for detecting
changes in dopamine release specifically in the striatum.
Within each of the striatal volumes of interest (VOIs) (see

Experimental Procedures), we tested for a correlation across
subjects of the magnitude of an individual’s value-based atten-
tional bias during the first epoch of the test phase to the magni-
tude of change in that participant’s dopamine release attribut-
able to the presence of the previous reward-associated
distractors (see Experimental Procedures: Brain-Behavior Cor-
relations). Significant correlations, Bonferroni corrected for mul-
tiple comparisons (a = 0.005), were observed in the right anterior
and posterior caudate, along with the right posterior putamen
(see Figure 3). A complete list of the observed correlations
across the ten VOIs tested, along with mean binding potential
across the ten VOIs for each scan, is provided in Table S3. The
findings remain significant using a non-parametric randomiza-
tion test (ps < 0.005; see Experimental Procedures). As
expected, no significant correlations were observed using RT
differences computed from any of the latter three epochs of
the test phase, by which point the value-driven attentional bias
had extinguished.
Baseline RT (mean RT on distractor-absent trials) did not

correlate with the distractor-related dopamine release in any of
the ten VOIs (ps > 0.27), and the three reported correlations (Fig-
ure 3) remain significant when baseline RT is included as a covar-
iate (ps% 0.005). Thus, our findings are not confounded by indi-
vidual differences in overall processing speed. The correlations
reported in Figure 3 remain either significant (caudate: ps <
0.04) or marginally significant (putamen: p = 0.09) if value-driven
attentional bias ismeasured as the difference in RT on high-value
compared to low-value distractor trials. The difference in RT be-
tween low-value distractor trials and distractor-absent trials was
unrelated to dopamine release in these regions (ps > 0.76), as
were measures of learning rate during the training phase and
the extinction rate of value-based distraction during the first
epoch of the test phase (ps > 0.49; see Experimental Proce-
dures: Brain-Behavior Correlations).

Interestingly, the observed correlations seemed to be driven to
some extent by dopamine release that was greater on distractor-
absent scans in some participants. To explore this further, we
performed a median split over value-driven attentional bias
(y axis in Figure 3) and examined dopamine release separately
in the resulting two groups. Collapsing across the three regions
identified in Figure 3, significantly elevated dopamine release
(t = 3.47, p = 0.008) was observed in the participants exhibiting
robust value-driven attentional bias (t = 8.15, p < 0.001). Impor-
tantly, for the low-bias group, which showed no evidence of
attentional capture (t = !1.14, p = 0.285), dopamine release
was suppressed on distractor-present scans (t = !3.15, p =
0.012). This suggests a bivalent relationship between dorsal
striatal dopamine and value-driven attention: robust value-
driven attentional capture is associated with significantly
elevated levels of endogenous dopamine, whereas the ability
to ignore previously reward-associated stimuli is associated
with the suppression of dopamine release in these same regions.

DISCUSSION

In the context of learning, striatal dopamine is known to play a
role in representing the expected reward signaled by a predictive

Figure 1. Experimental Task
Time course and trial events for the training phase (A) and test phase (B) of the

experimental task.

Figure 2. Behavioral Data
Response time by value condition during the training phase (A) and test phase

(B) of the experiment. Error bars reflect thewithin-subjects SEM. *p < 0.05. See

also Tables S1 (for A) and S2 (for B).
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cue [13, 14, 23]. Striatal dopamine also plays a role in voluntary
motor behavior [24], the learning and execution of habits [15],
and cue-elicited motivation [25]. When a cue is consistently
paired with a reward outcome, an automatic bias to orient atten-
tion to this cue develops that is evident even when reward is not
expected [1–5, 9–12]. In the present study, we demonstrate a link
between the release of dopamine within the dorsal striatum and
involuntary perseveration of attentional bias after a change in the
reward-related priority given to a cue.

Here, we show that the orienting of attention to previously
reward-associated stimuli is positively correlated with the
release of dopamine within the caudate and posterior putamen.
These findings are anatomically consistent with recent fMRI and
single-unit recording studies of value-based attention [11, 16–
18] and further reveal the neurochemical basis for these atten-
tional priority signals. Importantly, we demonstrate such auto-
matic attentional orienting in a context in which reward is no
longer available and where participants are informed that the
previously reward-associated features (color) are completely
irrelevant to the task. The results are thus isolated to involuntary,
cue-triggered processes not tied to currently expected reward.

As would be expected from the correlation, individuals exhib-
iting robust value-based distraction also exhibited significantly
elevated dopamine release on the scan in which the distractors
were present. Interestingly, the ability to resist attentional cap-
ture by the distractors was associated with a corresponding
suppression of dopamine release. Suppression of attentional
capture by reward cues has been documented previously,
particularly in the context of attention to drug cues in successful

abstainers [20, 21, 26]. The observed suppression provides
converging evidence for striatal dopamine signals underlying
value-based attention and offers a neural mechanism by which
the suppression of distraction due to previously learned value
associations might occur.
Dopamine release within the caudate and putamen is known

to underlie habit learning and the expression of habitual behav-
iors [15]. Relatedly, dopamine release within these same two
structures is associated with craving elicited by drug cues [27,
28]. Our findings suggest that value-based attentionmay be gov-
erned by similar neural mechanisms. The caudate, in particular,
has been implicated in the shifting of covert attention [29]. More
specifically, neural responses in the tail of the caudate have been
shown to be sensitive to learned value [17, 18, 30] and play an
important role in value-based distraction [11, 17, 18]. Given the
involvement of this structure in the representation of value and
its close connections to the visual system through the visual cor-
ticostriatal loop [31], the caudate tail is well situated to integrate
these two sources of information into a value-modulated atten-
tional priority signal. It should be noted, however, that, in the pre-
sent dataset, the standardized segmentation procedures we
employed divide the caudate in the middle of the body and
thus preclude direct comparison to prior fMRI [11] and single-
unit [17] findings specific to the tail of the caudate.
Our findings contribute to a growing literature relating dopa-

mine levels asmeasured via PET to individual differences inmea-
sures such as drug craving [27, 28], impulsiveness [32], romantic
excitement [33], willingness to work for reward [34], eating
behavior [35], and harm avoidance [36]. In each of these cases,

Figure 3. Brain-Behavior Correlations
Visual depiction of VOIs and observed correlations between value-based distraction and distractor-evoked dopamine release (see Experimental Procedures for

calculations) across participants. vS, ventral striatum; CN, caudate nucleus; PU, putamen. See also Table S3.
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such individual differences reflect preexisting variation across
participants. To our knowledge, the ability to measure learning-
related changes in the dopamine system using PET has not
been established. Our study highlights the feasibility of using
PET to examine the role of dopamine in attentional bias
and experimentally induced learning. Multimodal imaging,
combining PET with the temporal and spatial resolution of fMRI
[11, 12, 16], holds promise in uncovering the temporal dynamics
of dopamine signaling as it relates to attention and the expres-
sion of learned value in humans [37].
Individuals differ in both the degree to which reward history

biases attention and the amount of striatal dopamine released
in response to reward information. Abnormally high susceptibility
to value-driven attentional capture is associated with addiction
[19–21], and dopamine release within the dorsal striatum has
been linked to cue-evoked drug craving [27, 28]. Here, we
demonstrate a neurochemical link that underlies these two sour-
ces of individual variation: dopamine release within the caudate
and posterior putamen predicts value-driven attentional capture,
and the suppression of value-driven attentional capture is asso-
ciated with the suppression of dopamine in these same regions.
The present study thereby identifies a potential target for phar-
macological manipulation of value-based attention, which could
have benefits for a variety of problematic behaviors to which
such attentional biases contribute.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants
Twenty (ten female) healthy adult volunteers (18–31 years of age, mean =

23.4 years) who were free of medical or neuropsychiatric disorders partici-

pated in the experiment. Screening criteria included a negative drug test and

the exclusion of major medical or neuropsychiatric disorders past or present.

All subjects received a detailed physical exam including vital signs, 12 lead

electrocardiogram (ECG), blood for complete blood count with differential,

complete metabolic panel, blood clotting parameters, creatinine (CPK) for

muscle toxicity, urine for urinalysis, and toxicology for drugs of abuse and

alcohol breathalyzer before the PET scans. Informed consent was obtained

from all participants, and all procedures were approved by the Institutional

Review Board of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and con-

formed to the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Experimental Task
The experiment consisted of a training phase and a test phase. Both phases of

the experiment were performed while the participant lay within the PET scan-

ner, although only during the test phase was PET data acquired—this was

done to match the context within which the two phases were completed as

much as possible, as value-based attentional biases can be sensitive to

contextual information [5]. Participants viewed the stimuli on a LCD monitor

using prism mirrors that allow horizontal viewing in the supine position while

retaining the same right left orientation. The experiment was run on a Dell Lati-

tude E6400 computer running MATLAB software with Psychophysics Toolbox

extensions [38], and behavioral responses were made using a modified

keyboard with all keys except ‘‘z’’ and ‘‘m’’ removed. The training phase was

performed the evening before the test phase.

Training Phase

During the training phase (see Figure 1A), each trial consisted of a fixation

display, a search array, and a feedback display. The fixation display was pre-

sented for 400, 500, or 600 ms (randomly determined on each trial), the search

array for 1,000 ms, and the reward feedback display for 1,500 ms. A 1,000 ms

blank screen was inserted between the search and feedback displays and be-

tween trials. Participants were instructed to search for a target circle that was

unpredictably red or green and report the orientation of a bar within the target

as either vertical or horizontal via a button press (‘‘z’’ and ‘‘m,’’ respectively).

Half of the trials contained a red target and half contained a green target;

each target color appeared in each of the six possible stimulus positions

equally often. The order of trials was randomized. Each circle in the search

array was approximately 3.4" 3 3.4" visual angle in size. The middle of the

three circles on each side of the screen was presented 10" center-to-center

from fixation, and the two other circles were presented 8" from the vertical me-

ridian, 6" above and below the horizontal meridian. The six stimuli in the search

array were all distinct, salient colors.

Following a correct response that fell within a 1,000 ms response deadline,

money was added to a bank total in the reward-feedback display. If partici-

pants responded incorrectly or too slowly, the reward feedback display indi-

cated that 0¢ had been earned for that trial. Additionally, if a response was

not made before the 1,000 ms deadline, participants were presented with a

250 ms 1,000 Hz tone. One of the two target colors (counterbalanced across

participants) was followed by a high reward of $1.50 on 80% of the trials on

which it was correctly reported, and by a low reward of 25¢ on the remaining

20% of correct trials (high-value color); for the other (low-value) color, these

mappings were reversed. Participants were provided with a brief rest period

every 120 trials.

Test Phase

For the test phase (see Figure 1B), each trial consisted of a fixation display

(400–600ms), a search array (1,500ms), and an inter-trial-interval duringwhich

the fixation cross was visible for 400 ms and then removed for 100 ms. Targets

were now defined as the unique shape, either a diamond among circles or a

circle among diamonds (equally often), and participants made the same iden-

tity judgment concerning the orientation of the bar contained within the target.

The colors of the shapes were now irrelevant to the task, and participants were

instructed to ignore color and focus on identifying the unique shape. No trial-

by-trial feedback about performance was provided.

The test phase consisted of two 1,200 trial scans. On the distractor-present

scan, one of the nontarget shapes was rendered in the color of the formerly

high-value target (high-value distractor) on 25%of trials, and likewise in the co-

lor of the formerly low-value target (low-value distractor) on another 25% of tri-

als. On the remaining 50%of the trials, none of the shapeswere rendered in the

color of a formerly reward-predictive target (distractor-absent trials). During

the distractor-absent scan, none of the trials contained a previously reward-

associated color (the same as distractor-absent trials from the distractor-pre-

sent scan). The order of distractor-present and distractor-absent scans was

counterbalanced across participants. Targets and distractors appeared

equally often in each of the six possible stimulus positions. Participants were

provided with a brief rest period every 60 trials.

Acquisition of Neuroimaging Data
MRI

Anatomical MRI scans were obtained for each participant on a day prior to PET

scanning. A 3T Siemens Trio MRI was used to acquire a T1 sagittal (repetition

time [TR] = 500 ms; echo time [TE] = 8 ms), T1 SPGR (spoiled grass sequence;

TR = 35 ms, TE = 6 ms), and T2 (TR = 5,900 ms, TE = 6 ms) image.

PET

Participants performed the test phase task over the course of two 60 min PET

scans. PET was performed on a high resolution research tomograph (HRRT) in

three-dimensional mode with a 2.5 mm resolution [39]. For each scan, 20 mCi

of [11C]raclopride was administered intravenously as a bolus injection (mean ±

SD injected radioactivity: 19.0 ± 1.6 versus 19.8 ± 0.8 mCi; mean ± SD injected

non-radioactive mass of raclopride: 1.2 ± 0.4 versus 1.1 ± 0.3 mg, for distrac-

tor-absent and distractor-present scans, respectively; no statistical differ-

ences). The two scans were separated by 75 min. The head is stabilized for

both PET and MRI by an individualized thermoplastic mask and Velcro straps.

A laser light in the PET scanner is used to line up an axial line on the mask, and

the scanner bed and subject head tilt are monitored by the PET technologist

for the entire scan.

Definition of VOIs
Volumes of interest (VOIs) were defined from the MRI data using the 3D inter-

active-segmentation mode of a locally developed VOI defining tool

(VOILand), as previously reported [40], and using published segmentation

guidelines [40–42]. Then, striatal VOIs were subdivided according to the

model advanced by Mawlawi et al. [43] to the ventral striatum and
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anterior/posterior putamen and caudate nucleus (five subdivisions per side)

using a semi-automated method that incorporated anatomical guidance

based on post-mortem human materials [40, 44]. VOIs were transferred

from MRI to PET space according to MRI-to-PET coregistration parameters

obtained with the coregistration module [45] in SPM5 (The Statistical Para-

metric Mapping 5; The Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging; available

at http://www.fil.ion.ac.uk/spm) and applied to PET frames to obtain regional

time (radio-)activity curves (TACs).

Reconstruction of PET Data
Emission PET scans were reconstructed using the iterative ordered-subset

expectation-maximization algorithm correcting for attenuation, scatter, ran-

doms, and dead time [46] and including inter-frame head motion correction

including transmission-emission alignment for the individual frames [47]. The

radioactivity was corrected for physical decay to the injection time. Recon-

structions included dynamic PET frames of 256 (left-to-right) by 256 (nasion-

to-inion) by 207 (neck-to-cranium) voxels with 1.22 mm isotropic dimensions.

The frame schedules were four 15 s, four 30 s, three 1 min, two 2 min, five

4 min, and twelve 5 min frames.

Data Analysis
Behavior

Mean RT and accuracy were computed for each experimental condition. Only

correct RTs were included in the mean, and RTs faster than 200 ms or

exceeding 3 SD of the mean were trimmed as in prior studies [1–5, 19, 20].

Data from each phase of the experiment were further broken down into four

equally sized trial bins, as in [2].

PET

Nondisplaceable binding potential (BPND; [48]) of [
11C]raclopride was obtained

by the reference tissue graphical analysis (RTGA; [49]) for striatum subdivi-

sions. Then, dopamine release (DARel in %; [50]) was obtained using the

following formula: (BPND[A] ! BPND[P])/BPND[A] 3 100, where [A] and [P]

stands for BPND of the distractor-absent and distractor-present scans,

respectively. Data for one participant were unusable due to a technical error

that resulted in an asynchrony between PET data acquisition and the adminis-

tration of the experimental task.

Brain-Behavior Correlations

Within each of the striatal VOIs, we tested for a correlation (Pearson’s r) across

participants of the magnitude of an individual’s value-based attentional bias

(slowing of RT on high-value distractor trials compared to distractor-absent tri-

als during the first epoch, see Figure 2B) to themagnitude of dopamine release

attributable to distractor processing using the calculation described above.

Bonferroni correction was used to set the overall type I error rate at 0.05 (a =

0.005 for each of ten correlations). Significant correlations obtained using

Pearson’s r were further scrutinized via a randomization test in which the prob-

ability of each correlation was estimated non-parametrically by randomly shuf-

fling the xy pairings (n interations = 10,000). To examine the potential influence

of learning rate during the training phase on our measure of striatal dopamine

release, for each participant we defined learning rate both as the difference in

the RT facilitation by the high-value target (low-value minus high-value target

RT) between the first and last epoch, as well as a linear fit to the change in this

measure over all four epochs. To examine the potential influence of extinction

rate during the test phase, for each participant we computed the difference in

value-based attentional bias (slowing of RT on high-value distractor trials

compared to distractor-absent trials) during the first and second half of the first

epoch (i.e., trials 1–150 versus trials 151–300).
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